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ABSTRACT

SDN has been touted as one of the most promising solutions for future Internet with the innovative design ideas that the control plane is logically centralized and decoupled from the data plane. Current research on SDN mainly focuses on wired network and data center, while software-defined wireless multi-hop network is put forth in a few researches, but only at stage of putting forth models and concepts. In this paper, we propose a novel routing protocol applied SDN in wireless multi-hop network. The implementation of the protocol is given in detail, and OPNET is used to build the model and carry on the simulation experiment. A large number of simulation experiments are performed to compare the key parameters of different networks. Simulation results show that our proposed routing protocol provide shortest path and disjoint multipath routing for nodes, and its network lifetime is longer than existing algorithms (OLSR, AODV) when traffic load reaches a certain value.

1. Introduction

Because of node energy depletion and environment noise and other obstacles, the high dynamic characteristics of wireless link cause poor quality and low stability for link, which poses a challenge to throughput and transmission reliability of multi-hop wireless network. Otherwise, restricted energy and mobility requirements of node also bring difficulties to design and optimization of routing protocol.

Traditional multi-hop wireless routing is divided into active routing and passive routing. Active routing such as OLSR (Clausen and Jacquet, 2003) is based on broadcast information in each node, the routing information from that node to all other nodes is saved, which incurs a large memory overhead. Therefore, active routing is not adapted to high dynamic network. As for passive routing such as AODV (Perkins and Royer, 2010; Galzarano et al., 2013), it is using flooding broadcast for the establishment and maintenance of routing. Therefore the waste of network resources is larger.

Recently, software-defined networking (SDN) (Xia et al., 2015) has been touted as one of the most promising solutions for future Internet. In SDN, the control plane is logically centralized and decoupled from the data plane, and open uniform interface (such as OpenFlow) is adopted for interaction. Control layer is responsible for programming to manage & collocate network, to deploy new protocols and etc. Through centralized control of SDN, an overall view of the network topology can be obtained for the controller, and dynamic allocation may be conducted to network resources when network flow changes. Currently, most studies of routing for software-defined network are with respect to wired network and data center (Chen et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016), though software-defined Internet of Things (Fortino and Trunfio, 2014) and software-defined wireless sensor network (Ali et al., 2015) are put forth in a few researches, but only at stage of putting forth models and concepts.

In researches on software-defined multi-hop wireless network, the characteristics of wireless network, such as broadcast characteristics, hidden terminal, node mobility and etc shall be taken into consideration. OpenFlow is only applicable to route selection, and it can not manage more functions such as aperiodic data collection, duty cycle of sensor node.

Some researchers propose transforming sensing node, for instance, the concept of Flow-Sensor and utilization of OpenFlow between Flow-Sensor and controller is put forth in Mahmoud and Rahmani (2011). Realization of SDN sensor based on Microcontroller Units (MCUs) and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) with super low power consumption is put forth in Miyazaki et al. (2014). In some researches, the framework of software defined wireless sensor network (SD-WSN) and Sensor OpenFlow Protocol (Luo et al., 2012) that applies in WSN are proposed. Lightweight IP Protocol such as uIP or uIPv6 based on Contiki operating system are utilized in WSN. From the point of view...
application fields, there are campus WLAN (Lei et al., 2014), VANET (Ku et al., 2014; Carlos et al., 2012), BAN (Chen, 2014; Chen et al., 2015b), network between mobile base station and base station controller (Amani et al., 2014), WSN (Jayashree and Princy, 2015; Fortino et al., 2012, 2013), MAC layer (De Gante et al., 2014; Stefano Galzarano and Liotta, 2013; Stefano Galzarano et al., 2014) in WSN, novel mobile services and applications (Zhang et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015c; Zhang, 2016) and etc.

The common problem for above researches is that only concepts and simple models are put forth, and simulation is simple or even not realized. The description on detailed design and realization algorithms of controller for SDN routing is relatively obscure, and there is no systematic description or realization (Li and Chen, 2015). In this paper, a multi-hop wireless network routing protocol is designed and realized (Chen et al., 2016b), detailed description is conducted to the realization process of protocol, model is established and simulation verification is conducted with OPNET (Chen et al., 2016a). The contributions of this document are as follows:

- A multi-hop wireless routing protocol based on SDN is proposed, the controller has a global view of the network and provides single-path routing or multipath routing for other nodes.
- The residual energy of nodes in controller is updated in real time, and the shortest path is generated based on energy and hop count.
- The generation algorithm for disjoint multipath from source to target is put forth.

The other parts of this paper are arranged as below: routing protocol scheme is introduced in Part 2, simulation verification is conducted in Part 3, and Part 4 summarize the whole paper.

2. Routing scheme

Exclusive SDN controller node (hereinafter “controller” for short) is added in network. Controller broadcasts information to each sensing node, normal node sends node information to controller, controller generates the global network view as per information of normal nodes. When source node requests the transmission path from the controller, controller calculates the shortest path with Dijkstra algorithm and sends the path information to source node. The premise of routing design is that nodes in network are not aware of their locations, that controller is located in middle of network and not restricted by energy, and that source node and target node in network are not fixed at certain node.

2.1. Routing process design

The flow diagram of routing protocol is shown in Fig. 1, and the specific description is as below:

1. Controller broadcasts information to each sensing node, normal node forms the backward path to controller as per broadcast path;
2. Normal node sends node information (residual energy, neighbor nodes) to controller through backward path, and controller establishes network topology as per node information received;
3. When source node is to send data without path to target node, it shall send routing information request to controller;
4. Controller calculates the shortest path from source to target (based on hop count and residual energy) as per network-wide view and Dijkstra algorithm, then sends path information to source node;
5. Source node sends data to target node as per path information;
6. When the change of information of neighbor node is discovered by some node, they would report it to controller;
7. When target node have data received, statistical information should be reported to controller periodically.

The information on DATA package to be used in routing algorithm is shown in Table 1.

2.2. Storage structure for protocol

2.2.1. Controller

Global view shall be saved by controller node. Assume the number of normal nodes in network is n, then two-dimensional array NodeInfo[n][n] is required to record global view. When node i is neighbor of node j, the value of n[i][j] and n[j][i] is 1, or the value is infinity. Another array ResEnergy[n] is needed for controller to save residual energy of each node.

2.2.2. Normal node

Normal nodes require two kinds of information: list of neighbor information and routing list.

List of neighbor information is formed with periodical Hello information exchange. During initialization, node needs to report self information and neighbor information to controller. If broadcast algorithm with greedy neighbors is selected, information for 2-hop neighbors shall be saved by node.

Routing list records the next hop routing information between certain node to target node. It includes serial number (SN), target node, next hop and hop count. When node receives controller package or request package from source node, the backward routing to controller or source node shall be recorded. If node A is to send data to node B, but there is no target routing path in routing list, then node A needs to request routing from controller, the REQ-ACK package of controller includes hop count for one or multiple disjoint path(s) and list of relay nodes, which shall be saved by source node A. The schematic diagram for structure of routing list is shown in Fig. 2.

2.3. Controller broadcast

In order to clearly define path to controller for nodes in network, controller broadcasts packages in advance. Nodes establish backward routing as per control package received form controller. After receiving a broadcast package, one node shall check whether it has received that package before as per SN, if that broadcast package is new, that node would broadcast it. If that node has received that package before, then there would be no broadcast, but the hop count would be updated at that node.

Simply flooding broadcast package in network would cause problems such as rebroadcast & redundancy, signal collision, broadcast storm and etc. These problems would be more outstanding especially when network nodes are relatively dense. Generally, multi-hop wireless
network is deployed densely, and there are a lot of redundant nodes, and system bears stronger fault-tolerant performance. If only a part of nodes are selected for rebroadcast on premise that all nodes should receive broadcast, the problem of broadcast storm would be relieved.

At present, there are a variety of researches that aim to solve the problem of broadcast storm, including algorithms based on probability, counter, distance, location, neighbor information and etc. As for probability-based method (Lichtblau and Dittrich, 2014), nodes conduct broadcast based on certain probability. However, this method could not be adapted to change in node density, if the node density is low, the area covered by broadcast decreases. As for counter-based algorithm (Chen et al., 2003), after the number of broadcast received by a node exceeds a certain threshold, the broadcast at that node would be canceled. This algorithm is not influenced by node density in network, but there is much broadcast delay. As for broadcast algorithm based on neighbor information, a part of nodes are selected for broadcast as per neighbor information. This kind of broadcast algorithm need to save neighbor information for nodes.

In the algorithm based on neighbor information, the algorithm where MPR nodes are selected by OLSR routing is taken into our reference, the neighbors of a part of nodes are selected for broadcast. 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors of some nodes are utilized in this algorithm. As for this algorithm, neighbor information should be added into Hello information, and a node obtains list of 2-hop neighbors through Hello information of neighbor nodes, the processes of this algorithm are shown in Fig. 3.

Simulations are conducted for 4 algorithms (3 broadcast methods and full-node broadcast), and a large times of simulation experiment are performed to figure out mean value. The performance comparison results of the four methods are shown in Table 2.

There are 800 nodes in total in simulation network, the number of nodes in full-node broadcast is the number of total nodes, while the number of broadcast in the other 3 methods is largely reduced, thereinto, the number in counter method is more than that in greedy neighbor method but less than that in probability method. It can be seen that the less the number of broadcast is, the longer the network lifetime is. What should be noticed is that as for probability method and counter method, if different parameters are set up, the results are different; if the probability set up in probability method is larger, or if the threshold set up in counter method is larger, the number of broadcast is larger. The parameters for probability method and counter method in the table are values with better performance in experiment.

During actual simulation, even greedy neighbor algorithm has multiple redundancies, because overlap exists for greedy neighbor of multiple nodes in transmission distance after multiple hops, and there is still margin for reduction.

Node forms the backward path to controller as per broadcast package received, and sends NODE-INFO package along the backward path. If the information of each node is sent separately along the backward path, then midway node could finish sending information of downstream node through sending for many times. In this paper, it is designed that the upstream node shall combine information of all next-hop nodes for sending, after information of downstream node arrives at upstream node. The node information package is shown in Fig. 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Packages for routing protocol.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON-INFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NODE-INFO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REQ-ACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPDATE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Performance comparison of four broadcast methods.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy Neighbor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After receiving SDN broadcast package for a node, there is certain delay for sending NODE-INFO package. It is designed that the delay time of node is inversely proportional to hop count of the node to controller. The larger the hop count is, the shorter the delay for sending node information package is. Therefore, the information of nodes located at the edge would be reported in advance, gradually converging from the edge to the center.

When a node is sending NODE-INFO package, energy consumption required shall be firstly estimated as per size of information package received and size of information package to be sent. Residual energy would be obtained by deducting estimated energy consumption from node energy, then information on residual energy and neighbors of that node shall be sent in the end of NODE-INFO package.

What should be noticed is that the size of package after combination could not exceed the maximum limit of MAC layer, or that package would be abandoned. Therefore, large package shall be sent after splitting. The size of information package is related to node density and transmission distance of node, and the largest size of information package could be estimated. Assume a simulation scenario, the area of simulation scene is 1000 m*500 m, with 800 nodes, and the transmission distance of node is 70 m, the size of each field is 16 bits, the size of maximum package in MAC layer is 18,432 bits, the estimation method is as below:

1. Node density=number of nodes/scene area=800/(1000*500)=0.0016 pieces/m²;
2. The estimated number of node neighbors=π*transmission radius²*node density=3.14*70²*0.0016=24.6≈25;
3. The size of information of each minor node=minor node area *16=(3+25)*16=448 bit;

Table 3
Performance comparison before and after combination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Lifetime (s)</th>
<th>EnergyPerPacket (mw/packet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before Combination</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>0.933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Combination</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Number of minor nodes that can be accommodated=maximum permissible bits/number of bits at each minor node=18432/448=41.1.

During actual simulation, it is set up that information of 40 minor nodes would be sent at most. After combination, the relay node’s frequently sending DATA package could be avoided, and energy consumption could be reduced. Table 3 shows contrast on network lifetime and energy consumption before and after combination. The simulation screenshot is shown in Fig. 5, it can be seen that node combines information of downstream node for sending to upstream node, and within the red circle in the figure is controller node.

After controller receives NODE-INFO package, node information shall be saved into array of node information list, and residual energy of node shall be saved into array of residual energy. Thus the controller has a global view of network, and is able to provide routing for other nodes.

2.4. Request and ACK of node’s routing

If node A is to send data to node B, but there is no routing to node B in routing list, then node A shall send routing request to controller. The information of REQ package includes: SN, source node, target node and number of path requested. After receiving REQ package, relay node shall record the backward path to source node. When controller finishes calculating a shortest path or multiple disjoint multi-path routing, it generates REQ-ACK package and forwards this package back to source node. The algorithm for generation of shortest path and disjoint multi-path routing would be illustrated below:

Table 4
Simulation parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Network Size(m)</td>
<td>1000*500</td>
<td>Simulation Time(s)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>200–900</td>
<td>Transmission Rate(Mbps)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mac Protocol</td>
<td>IEEE 802.11b</td>
<td>Packet Size(Byte)</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon interval(s)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Route expiration interval (s)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Parameter of energy power.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial Energy of Common node</td>
<td>2 w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial Energy of Controller</td>
<td>infinite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission Power</td>
<td>0.660 mw/s.bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reception Power</td>
<td>0.395 mw/s.bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overhearing Power</td>
<td>0.195 mw/s.bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idle Power</td>
<td>0.035 mw/s.bit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6
Simulation test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Network density</th>
<th>Connections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>200–900 step by 100</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2–10 step by 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of disjoint multipath routing.

Fig. 8. Contrast on energy consumption and hop count for each package in different network size.
2.4.1 Calculation of shortest path

After receiving REQ package, controller shall run Dijkstra algorithm of shortest path to calculate the path from source node to target node. Here two parameters (hop count and energy) are adopted for measurement. Assume node $j$ is neighbor of node $i$, and metric function $f(j)$ of node $j$ with respect to node $i$ is shown in Eq. (1).

$$f(j) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{E_r(j)}{E_t} & \text{if } j \text{ is neighbor of } i, \\
0 & \text{if } j \text{ isn’t neighbor of } i.
\end{cases} \quad (1)$$

Thereinto, $E_r(j)$ stands for residual energy of node $j$, and $E_t$ stands for primary energy of node. The larger the residual energy of node is, the smaller $f(j)$ is, and the higher the possibility where node $j$ is selected as forwarding node is. Thus, Dijkstra could calculate the shortest path as per comprehensive measurement on energy and hop count.

The problem here is that controller needs to know residual energy of node in time, the energy of node may be known at initialization of node, and residual energy of node may also be collected and estimated by controller as per UPDATE package and STAT package of node.

2.4.2 Disjoint multipath routing

When source node requests multi-path routing to target node from controller, Dijkstra algorithm shall be invoked by controller for many times as per number of routing requested. The processes are shown in Fig. 6. In order to generate uncrossed disjoint multi-path routing, the forwarding nodes for paths generated and all neighbors of forwarding nodes (except second-hop nodes or nodes 2-hop away from the target) need to be shielded, Fig. 7 is the effect picture for 3 disjoint multi-path generated.

Lest the energy of node should be exhausted prematurely because node sends data with fixed path, expiration time is set up in REQ-ACK package. When routing expires, the information on routing to target node saved in routing list shall be deleted at source node.

2.5 Data transmission

After receiving REQ-ACK package of controller, source node shall save it into routing list, and then send data to target node. Source node shall encapsulate all relay nodes into the package for sending to next-hop node. After receiving package, relay node shall record the routing to target node, and find out next-hop forwarding node in DATA package for continuous sending. After receiving data package, target node shall count the information such as hop count, delay and etc.

2.6 Update of node information

One node shall check the change in neighbor node from periodical Hello information, there would be changes in neighbor information of multiple nodes in case of movement or invalidation of node. These nodes shall send UPDATE package to controller. After receiving UPDATE package, controller shall update array of connectivity and of residual energy of nodes.

2.7 Statistical information

In order to conduct real-time statistics for number of information sent in network and residual energy of node, after receiving DATA package, target node shall conduct statistics for information such as hop count, delay, size, list of relay nodes and etc. of that package, and start timer for periodical reporting to controller. After receiving reports, controller may estimate residual energy for all nodes in the path as per information in STAT package, thus to provide basis for subsequent routing decision.

![Fig. 9](image1.png)  
**Fig. 9.** Contrast on mean hop count and delay in different network size. (a) hop counts (b) end to end delay.

![Fig. 10](image2.png)  
**Fig. 10.** Contrast on network lifetime in case of multiple connections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PathNum</th>
<th>Delay (s)</th>
<th>HopCount</th>
<th>Energy (mw/pk)</th>
<th>Lifetime (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.038388</td>
<td>14.3333</td>
<td>0.80373</td>
<td>83.44031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.062044</td>
<td>15.6667</td>
<td>1.26562</td>
<td>76.32225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.083221</td>
<td>17.3333</td>
<td>1.476499</td>
<td>66.44215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.097444</td>
<td>18.6667</td>
<td>1.647883</td>
<td>54.46031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Routing simulation

Model is established with OPNET, and simulation is conducted. The contrast among four routing protocols (AODV, OLSR, our SDN routing and GPSR (Karp and Kung, 2000)) are made, where GPSR is introduced for contrast of shortest path routing (here the energy consumption of the GPSR for acquiring location information is ignored). In order to increase dependability of simulation, each simulation parameter is operated for 20 times.

3.1. Simulation parameters and scenario

Simulation parameters are shown in Table 4, and energy consumption parameters are shown in Table 5.

Two kinds of simulation scenes are taken into consideration, and changes are made to network size and connection number, as shown in Table 6. (1) Consider data transmission between source node and target node, and change node density; (2) Under the circumstance where network size is invariant, utilize multiple connections to send data.

3.2. Simulation results

3.2.1. Different node density

The contrast among values of energy consumption for each package is shown in Fig. 8, it can be seen that the energy consumption for each package becomes higher as node density increases. As for SDN routing, the energy consumption is larger due to information exchange between controller and nodes, but the value for SDN routing is smaller than that for OLSR. In traditional routing protocol, the energy consumption for OLSR is higher because the network throughput required to construct routing at preliminary stage is higher. AODV also needs to form routing at preliminary stage is higher. AODV also needs to form routing before sending, so its energy consumption for each package is ranked the third. GPSR does not require broadcast, it only calculates and seeks next-hop forwarding node as per coordinates of neighbor nodes, so its energy consumption is the lowest.

Fig. 9 shows the contrast on hop count and delay among different algorithms. It can be seen that the higher the node density is, the more the number of forwarding nodes that may be selected is. One node may select the next-hop node that is more suitable for forwarding, thus the hop count decreases as node density increases. AODV could not provide optimal hop count because it does not have global view, the hop count is higher and unstable as well. However, as for OLSR and SDN, the shortest path could be calculated, thus their hop counts are close to that of GPSR. It can be seen from the delay figure that delay decreases as node density increases. As for each hop of GPSR, time is needed to calculate the next-hop neighbors, so its delay is the longest. Because the hop count of AODV is higher, so the delay is longer. Because SDN is constructed as per the shortest path, and forwarding nodes are put into DATA package that is available for direct reading and forwarding, the end-to-end delay is the lowest.

3.2.2. Multiple connections

Fig. 10 shows the contrast on network lifetime among different algorithms in case of multiple connections. The network lifetime means the time period when the first node uses up energy and quits from network. As the routing of GPSR is established as per coordinates of next-hop node rather than broadcast, its energy consumption is the lowest, and its network lifetime is the longest. AODV is on-demand routing, when there is no data for sending, it does not establish routing, but it needs broadcast each time of connection establishment. The more connections there are, the heavier its network load is, and the faster its network lifetime descends. In the figure, when the connection number is more than 8, its network lifetime is lower than that of SDN and OLSR. SDN only needs to broadcast for one time at preliminary stage, when there is change in network, only a part of nodes need to transmit neighbor information to SDN, the energy initially consumed is lower than that of OLSR, so the network lifetime of SDN is longer than that of OLSR.

3.2.3. Disjoint multipath of SDN

Multiple connections mean that multiple different source nodes send information to multiple target nodes in the meantime. Multipath emphasizes that the source node/target node for different paths is the same. Table 7 shows the results of multipath simulation for SDN. It can be seen that the detour of paths searched is further as the number of paths increases, thus delay, hop count and energy consumption for each package gradually increase, and network lifetime is shorter.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, We proposed a routing protocol which applied SDN to multi-hop wireless network. The proposed protocol is implemented using OPNET simulation and compared with other algorithms (including AODV, OLSR, and GPSR). The simulation results show that with global view, SDN centralized control can provide shortest path and disjoint multipath routing for nodes, and that its network lifetime is longer than existing algorithms (OLSR, AODV) when traffic load reaches a certain value. With the expansion of network size, it is necessary to introduce multiple controllers to the wireless network. In the future, deployment of multiple controllers with intelligent agents and node mobility will be the focus of our research.
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